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Workplace Violence

•Violence, actual or threatened, against 
workers. It can occur in or outside the 
workplace, can be between co-workers or 
worker and customer. It can range from verbal 
abuse to physical assaults to homicide.p y

•Reported incidents of workplace violence have 
grown rapidly over the course of the last 10-15 
yrs.

•1994---110,000 incidents

•2005---2,000,000 incidents

of death in the United States.

•75% of workplace homicides involve guns.

•The most common targets are women, 
employees over 60 & managers.

•Workplace violence incidents are most often 
i t d ithassociated with:

•Discharge from one’s job
•Performance evaluations/appraisals
•Disgruntled customers

Workplace Violence

•Although anyone can be a victim of workplace 
violence, some workers are at an increased 
risk:

•Those who exchange $$ with the public
•Those who deliver passengers, goods orp g , g
services

•Those who work ‘off’ hours
•Those who work alone or in small groups
•Examples:

•Health-care & social service workers
•Cable/utility workers
•Retail employees
•Taxi drivers

Perpetrator Characteristics (Profile)

•White male, 30-40 yrs of age
•Paranoid, hostile, ‘hot tempered’
•Migratory
•Socially isolated 

•Uses work as a surrogate family
•Frequent work absences
•History of poverty/financial stressors
•History of drug/alcohol abuse
•Recent history of domestic violence

Safety/Prevention Tools

•Management
•Provide current & continuing safety education for 
employees.
•Secure the workplace, utilizing appropriate 
video/audio surveillance, lighting & alarm systems.
Control access through ID badges electronic keys•Control access through ID badges, electronic keys 

& uniformed guards.
•Equip field personnel with cellular phones & 
personal alarm devices.
•Conduct thorough, pre-employment background 
checks.
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Safety/Prevention Tools

•Employees
•Learn how to recognize, avoid or diffuse potentially 
violent situations through work provided safety 
training programs.
•Avoid traveling in unfamiliar or “risk” areas.
Minimize the amounts of money carried when in•Minimize the amounts of money carried when in 

the field.
•Utilize personal safety devices provided by 
management.

Points to Remember

•Policies & procedures must realistically 
address the topic of workplace violence; to 
include safety issues, training & reporting 
systems.
•Diffusing hostility during employee crisis g y g p y
situation is paramount to impeding violent acts.

De-escalation (mediation)

•De-escalation consists of both verbal and non-
verbal techniques for defusing potentially 
dangerous situations.

•The goal of de-escalation is to build rapport 
and empathy with an agitated person in order 
to influence their behavior thus reducing the 
likelihood of physical violence.

Assessment

•The process of quickly and accurately 
evaluating a specific situation in which you feel 
at risk.

•It is necessary to select effective/appropriate 
strategies for preventing violence.

•You must have presence of mind and solid 
observational/perceptual skills.

Assessment

•You must rapidly gather as accurate and 
complete information as possible in order to 
make the most appropriate tactical choices in 
“at risk” situations.

•To effectively assess, you must take note of 
WHERE YOU ARE, and WHO IS INVOLVED.

Where You Are

•Includes:
•Surrounding environment
•Time of day

Who Is Involved

•Includes (you & others)
•Identity
•Proximity
•Size, strength, conditioning
•Demeanor, stance, posture
•Gestures, movements, statements
•Weapons
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Assessment

•After the initial assessment is completed, you 
must determine the proper course of 
action/response.

•You must be capable of completing this initial 
t l t i t tlassessment almost instantly.

•You must also continue to assess the situation 
as it unfolds so that you can adapt your tactics 
accordingly.

Principles of De-escalation

•Communication is 65% non-verbal & 35% 
verbal

•5% of verbal is what you say, the other 30% 
how you say it…infection, rate & tone.

•Utilize Active Listening Skills (ALS) when g ( )
attempting de-escalation.

•ALS is used to:
•Lower emotions & return a subject to 
“normal”
•Establish rapport & influence
•Encourage behavioral change

Components of ALS
•Emotion Labeling (EL)

•Statement of emotions heard
•“You sound angry”; “”You seem hurt”

•Use soft delivery
•“I didn’t say you were angry, I said you sound
angry”
•Soft delivery allows for easy retreat if subject 
presents an adverse reaction

•EL can build tremendous rapport by labeling 
emotions the subject is feeling but has not yet 
realized.
•If possible, never let a feeling go without labeling 
it; people love to have others understand how they 
feel.

Components of ALS
•Paraphrasing (P)

•Put the subjects statements into your own words
•Subject—”She’s always talking and doesn’t pay 
attention to what I say.”
•Negotiator—”She doesn’t listen to you.”

•Used for brief confirmations of meaning & to g
display attentiveness.

Components of ALS
•Mirroring/Reflecting (M/R)

•Brief follow alongs
•Repeating the last few words of what a subject says 
helps the negotiator get oriented to the subject.

•Subject—”She’s always talking and doesn’t pay 
attention to what I say.”
N ti t ”It k ”•Negotiator—”It makes you angry.”

•M/R combined with inflection can demonstrate 
understanding or encourage them to go on.

•Summary
•Periodically cover the subjects main points

•His story & His words.
•“Ok, what you’ve told me so far is…and as a result you feel…do I 
understand you correctly?”

Components of ALS
•Open-Ended Questions

•Questions that require more than a ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
•What…? How…? When…?

•“ How would you like this to end?”
•Conveys a sincere interest in gaining 
understanding.
Gi f d f hil f i th•Gives a freedom of response while framing the 

scope.
•Reduces/limits feelings of interrogation.

•Minimal Encouragers
•Brief responses that show you’re listening

•“uh-huh…really?” 
•Best used when subject is talking through extended 
thoughts
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Components of ALS
•Effective Pauses (silence)

•Utilized immediately before & after saying 
something meaningful.
•Helps show the subject that conversation is a turn-
taking process.

ALS i NOT•ALS is NOT:
•Advice, judgment or persuasion

•Not your ideas or what you’ve done in similar 
situations.
•Do Not inject your values (advice) into the 
situation.

•A discussion of topics not expressed by the 
subject.

.Components of ALS
•Empathy

•The identification/understanding of another’s 
situation, feelings, & motive.

•Identification is NOT Opposition
•Understanding is NOT Agreement

•Empathy is not sympathy (expression of pity & p y y p y ( p p y
sorrow)

•Rapport
•A relationship of mutual trust.

Components of ALS
•Influence

•The capacity to cause a change in thought or 
action.
•Confrontation using “I” messages

•Used to confront the subject about behavior that 
is counterproductive without being accusatory.p g y

Points to Remember

•In a mediation situation, your voice mat be 
your strongest tool.

•ALS is a perishable skill
•Use it or lose it!!

•ALS can be used in all aspects of your life; 
Everyone can benefit from being a better 
listener, not just negotiators in a crisis situation.

QUESTIONS????

Det. Sgt. Jason Stanley
Bowling Green Police Division

175 W. Wooster St.
Bowling Green OH 43402

(419)352-2571
jstanley@bgohio.org


